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21 Base (Box 1 of 3)

Assembly Instructions

CZ-680 massage chair arrives in three boxes. The base is packed in box 1, the backrest is packed 
in box 2, and the side boards are packed in box 3. As pictured below.

Open box 1 and remove all the packing materials. Take the base out of the box and get rid 
of the plastic bag which covers the base. As pictured below.
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Take the tablet holder from the footrest, remove the packing material and set aside. 
The accessory box includes the power cord, user manual, instruction manual, warranty card, and arm 
hardware. As pictured below. 
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Remove the protective material. Remove the cotter pin and bolt and set aside.

Cut the cable tie, which is used to secure the backrest actuator while shipping. 
Remove the protective material that is wrapped on the backrest actuator. Remove the cotter pin 
and bolt and set aside. As pictured below.  

4

Open box 2 and remove packing materials.  Take the backrest out of the box and set it on the floor. 
DO NOT pull on the air hose. DO NOT pull on the backrest cable. DO NOT pull on the pillow, or damage 
could occur.
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Preferably using two people, carefully set the backrest on the cradle points on the base. 
With the backrest in a vertical position, ensure it properly engages to the base.

Caution: DO NOT rest the backrest onto floor while it is vertical otherwise damage to the backrest bracket 
may occur. 
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Push the backrest forward and let it lean on the seat pad.  Use the bolt and cotter pin to attach 
the backrest and backrest actuator. 
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Remove the cardboard.

Remove the two screws.

Make sure the backrest is properly engaged to the base

Attach backrest bracket to reclining actuator. Lock the bolt by cotter pin.

Aline the two brackets.



Locate the hole under each metal plate. 

Unzip these two zipper heads to both ends.

The air hose must be upward. Locate the connecter on the inflator pump box.

Connect the backrest 4-way air hose connecter to the air pump box. 8

Locate connector on PCB tray. Securely attach the backrest harness to PCB tray and lock it by screws 
on the connector.

9
Open box 3 and remove the two side boards. Locate the two zipper heads at bottom edge of the 
side board. Unzip these two zipper heads to both ends. On the side board, there are two metal plates. 
Locate the hole under each metal plate. As pictured below.
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Recline the backrest until it locks into position.10
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Connect the connector to the PCB tray. 
Make sure to lock it by the screws.

Locate connector.



Remove the protective cloth strips on the backrest pad and attach the backrest pad onto 

backrest. Attach the zipper to the backrest pad. Then attach the pillow. As pictured below.

14Connect the air hose to their appropriate connectors. Carefully attach the side board onto the 
base. Align and insert the two metal bars on the base into the holes under the metal plate. As pictured 
below.
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Use the two socket hexagon head screw to fix the side board to the base. Then zip the zipper. As pictured 
below.
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15 Attach the remote control holder onto right side armrest. Then attach the tablet onto the 
holder. As pictured below.

16 Connect the chair to a power supply, then turn on the power switch. Now you can enjoy 
your massage chair!
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Locate the power switch


